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Semiotics
This is the study of meaning. The word was invented by the
Linguist and Philosopher Saussure.

There are a number of Semiotic terms which you will need to
understand so that you can do a ‘textual analysis’ or ‘semiotic
deconstruction’ of a Media Text and its language.

The terms are:

Sign
Signifier
Signified
Referent

Icon
Index
Symbol

Denotation
Connotation
Myth

Anchorage
Polysemy

Paradigm
Syntagm

This approach to texts is sometimes called ‘structuralism’ and
‘constructionism’. It assumes that language ‘creates the world’.
The film ‘The Matrix’ is based on this idea.
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Signs

Signs ‘stand for’ or represent ideas or things.

Signifier
(Symbol/Icon)

   A Sign = Signified
(Concept)

Referent
(real object)

Another Signifier
(Hyper-reality)
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Signs represent in three ways:

Icons resemble what they represent

Symbols only represent something by agreement

Indexical Signs indicate something by association

The Word ‘NIKE’ is symbolic representation of the brand

The Nike ‘Swoosh’ is an iconic representation of a ‘tick’

The Nike ‘Swoosh’ is an index of quality / success.

The ‘Beacon’ logo is symbol for the Tory party

The ‘Beacon’ logo is an icon of a flaming torch

The ‘Beacon’ logo is an index of ‘Liberty’

Symbols are obviously ‘signs’- but even a ‘live’ TV picture of something is still
only a sign NOT the real thing.

In ‘The Matrix’ the ‘signs’ are so convincing that they become seen as ‘real’.
Arguably the Media represents not the real world but instead ‘Hyper-reality’, the
world we imagine exists. Baudrillard, the philosopher who inspired ‘The Matrix’
once argued that the ‘real’ Gulf War was the one that happened on TV.
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Denotation, Connotation & Myth

Denotation First level of signification
Connotation Second Level of signification
Myth Third Level of signification

These semiotic terms were first used by Roland Barthes.

Denotation Is when a sign refers to the ‘literal’ meaning

of the signified referent or concept.

Connotation Is when a sign refers to the meanings

associated with the signified referent or
concept.

Myth Is the ‘taken for granted’ or ‘given’ ideas

attached to the signified referent or concept.

A photograph of a smiling denotes a policeman who
black policeman is also black and smiling.

A photograph of a smiling could connote that the
black policeman police-force is multi-cultural

or that it treats black people
well.

A photograph of a smiling might represent the myth
black policeman that multi-culturalism is

desirable and that a black
policeman is ‘a good thing’.
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Polysemy and Anchorage

Polysemy 

Means ‘many possible meanings’. Many texts, particularly those that
contain icons can be understood in many different ways (example- A
black protester struggles with a policeman- ‘Police brutality’, or
‘Violence restrained’?

Anchorage

Restricts the ‘many possible meanings’ to a ‘preferred’ or ‘dominant’
reading. (example- A black protester struggles with a policeman,
‘Police brutality’ says the caption.)

Text often anchors photographs or film.
Music and sound can anchor film (or vice versa)

Montage

When two or more images are put together to form a sequential or
combined ‘whole’ or total meaning. (such as a sequence of shots in a
movie)

Juxtaposition

When two or more images are brought together to change each
other’s meaning (eg- a photo of President Bush next to a picture of a
Chimpanzee would mean something different than Bush next to
Winston Churchill)


